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Tn a book the idPas of another's consciousness are given shape 

and communicated, by literary form, to the reader. The structure 

of the work becomes the tool of the writer for creating a certain 

level of shared consciousness with his reader. The reader ' s aim is 

to remain open, that is to allow that individual to reveal his 

inner thoughts to the reader within his own consciousness . By 

questioning the object before him - - the formal, material shape of 

the work -- the reader is lead to the final question of who or what 
1 is the subject presenting these thoughts. 

Iiterary criticism, therefore, can approach the author •s 

mPaning throu~h his created formaJ reality. Form is how the 

meanin~ 1s stated, what or~Rni7ation is given to the thoughts of 

the suh~ect. Meaning then becomes inherpn+ in form sinr 0 +he 

s+ructural elements should create a literary language authen+ic t0 

+he nurro~P n~ the author. To undPrstand form isn ' t mPrPly to 

annreciate its various aspects apart of the work's intent; 

criticis~ must show how the formal reality allows for the subjective 

meaning. Form is important as a road to what the author has to say 

and all formal criticism mu-st look beyond to this goal which 

transcends the material aspect of the booko 2 

Accenting this, a literary work can be seen as a snecial 

utterance given a definite shape and meaning by the rules inherent 
J 

in its formal elements. The ~enre of a work is this formal 

totality that allows the reader to share in this determined 

meaning and avoid misreading the work. Meaning therefore is genre

bound, contain0d in the elements of its particular traditional 

form. Even literary invention is ultimately dPfined by its role 
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in the tradition, because its participation in the tradition is 

what makes it literature. 4 

Yet this tradition is never static or linear; genres live in 

a state of flux and are subject to change along with the structures 

of society. One accepted formal unity, such as the all~gory, dies 

when the beliefs associated with it pass away; the genre is no 

longer capable of nresenting the truths that concern authors. 

Certain phases can be described in the history of genres: first 

there is the compiling of various motifs and styles to ~ive the 

genre its first shape; then through pure formal imitation the genre 

can be fixed; later as beliefs shift, the genre may be burlesqued 

or given a higher meaning. In eith0r case it undergoes a radical 

recasting with numerous conscious innovations by the author; finally 

it either slips into oblivion or is shattered into as many elements 

again.5 An example of the progress can be seen in the genre of 

classical tragedy where Sophocles consciously imitated the accepted 

form but Euripedes introduced radical changes in characterization 

and subject matter - when the genre appeared again Samson Agonistes 

it was used only to defeat itself in the hipher reality of Milton's 

society. 

Thus, generic criticism is one road through form to the meaning 

of a work, if done with an eye to the stage of generic development 

and the historical social system of the author. By uncovering its 

generic elements the T0rmal totality of a work can be discovered and 

its meaning understood. 

Beowulf is the first major achievement in the English literary 

tradition. Being so old, however, it is distanced from the modern 



reader, and the society out of which it came is obscure and 

ambiguous to him. As a result there is much more debate over 

Beowulf's meaning than there would be over any more recent works . 

A great deal of the debate over the poem is brought on by the lack 

of any agreement on its genre, although in past years a consensus 

seems to be growing among critics and the issue shows signs of 

resolution. 

After all the action is over and Beowulf is dead and buried, 

the reader is left with the question of what it all means: is 

Beowulf in heaven, or hell, or is he just another dead hero? Much 

of the poem's ambiguity arises out of its dual vision. Two social 

codes are present at once - the Christianity of the narrator and the 

pagan world he depicts. Linked with this ambiguity in subject 

matter is an equally ambiguous narrative technique. Klaeber feels 

that this 1acY of smooth progression is a major flaw in the poem, 6 

but Bon~our ' s work on the digression reveals a definite unity of 

allusive effect that proves that the discontinuity is intentional 

and contributes to the author ' s plan. 

I am assurninv for the purposes of this paper, the consensus 

that Beowulf is the product of a single , Christian poet writing 

between 600 A.D. and 800 A. D. anywhere in England. The society 

that produced Beowulf is to be seen as a hiahly sophisticated 

Christian culture with a long standing native and Christian 

literary tradition. The poem ' s audience would have to be aware 

of all its allusions - historic, Christian and pagan. 7 Yet any 

attempt to define the meaning of Beowulf out of its social 

context is invariably limited . We don ' t know, and can ' t assume, 
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any definite identity for the author and where he stood with his 

audience, except from the work itself. Dorothy Whitelock's book 

The Audience of Beowulf reveals a great deal but ' can't move toward 

the essential issue of what Beowulf means. 

The purpose of this paper is to make a generic investigation 

of the poem and, if possible, reveal what it means by defining 

what it is. Since the poem comes from a definite and somewhat 

known tradition, generic criticism offers a far better approach 

than that of The Audience of Beowulf. The unity of the poem's 

structure and its place in the An~lo-Saxon tradition should 

discover its determined meaning. Most commonly the poem is 

referred to as an epic, but what is meant by "epic"? Genre study 

shouldn't seek merely to place the poem in some static class, but 

rather view its generic elements in order to determine their usage 

towards the general effect of the poem. Quite simply all this 

paper can offer is to restate how exactly the Christian significance 

is placed over the pagan subject matter in the terms of the genres 

of the literary tradition contemporary to the Beowulf poet. 

I 

It isn't hard to see why Beowulf is, for the most part, 

referred to as an Anglo-Saxon epic; a glorious and heroic past is 

evoked by the lofty, dignified language of the opening lines and 

by the haunting description of Scyld Scefing's funeral. The poet's 

concern is with the heroes and kings that played the most noble 

roles in this distant past. Lineages and epithets are integral 

to the poem's movement. Among the past heroes, Beowulf shines as 

the brightest and mightiest; the whole poem moves around this hero 
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and his daring and noble exploits. He moves about only amongst 

this glorious dignified courtly class and is crucially aligned 

with the entire course of his nation's history. Not only is the 

Beowulf poet concerned with a lofty subject, but apparently he is 

also dealing with a dignified audience. In The Audience of Beowulf 

Dorothy Whitelock points out that a sophisticated, educated audience 

only could have grasped the rich allusions of the poem, an argument 

which points to a courtly audience, the class that would identify 

most closely with the historical and political concerns of the poem. 

In all these features, Beowulf resembles what is called a 

primary or first phase epic. This epic consists of an oral 

performance before a courtly audience relating a supposed historical 

event. Being delivered before a court, the primary epic, as a 

solemn event, demanded the gravity and dignity in expression that 

would fit court decorum. The concern of this poetry is with the 

honor and etiquette of a hero who is the exemplar of his system. 8 

The hero is an exemplar not just of the heroic code of the past, 

but he also embodies the code of the audience itself; in the primary 

epic the past is interpreted out of the present, the hero being as 

much a representative of the audience as of his own era. This epic 

is, therefore, orally delivered as an instrument of self-awareness 

for the ruling class of the contemporary society. As such the 

primary epic embraces the real world realistically with, however, a 

strong emphasis on the world of the nobility.9 

As noted above, Beowulf displays several of the characteristics 

of this primary epic, but it is not fundamentally of this genre. 

The past isn't homogeneous with the present, but the two societies 



are juxtaposed. The narrator stands outside a distant past and 

moralizes, criticizing its shortcomings. In no true primary epic 

would a line such as "They bore hell in (their) minds, they knew 

not thee Lord" (179-180) occur. Without this homogeneity, Beowulf 

cannot be referred to as a primary epic. In addition, given the 

continuity of the Anglo-Saxon literary tradition, as argued by 

Greenfield in his Critical History of Old English Literature, and 

the complexity of B~owulf's structure point away from the purely 

oral composition that would be required of a primary epic. 

Within a literarv society, a new form of epic is created. 

Out of the awareness of a tradition, an attention to form grows; 

this attention to form brings forth a formalized epic world 

picture and subject matter. This is the secondary or second phase 

epic. 1° C. S. Lewis gives a clear picture of what exactly such an 

epic consists in his Preface to Paradise lost . The past is given 

a place in world history; there is a sense of onward movement in 

time and history towards some ~oal - the idea of time as mere flux 

jn the primary epic is lost. Everything is reshaped around the 

higher goal. The hero is a national hero who is duty-bound and 

self-sacrificing; he is conscious of his historical role in bringing 

about his nation's destiny, this being his fate. The past is seen 

in terms of the present, but only as this movement towards history's 

end. Coupled with this new world view, there is the awareness of 

traditional form and the epic imitates a previous, standard epic 

form. In this manner, the Aeneid is a conscious imitation of the 

Homeric epics with the subject matter given the new twist of world 

d t . d t. 1 · t. h . ll es 1ny an na 1ona is 1c ero1sm. 
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Beowulf can be seen as a nationalistic hero; the destiny of 

the Geats is inextricably bound with his personal fate, just as the 

rise of the Danes is tied to Scyld's birth. Social history is never 

divorced from the poem, though Beowulf may only encounter super

natural foes; the digressions keep the reader aware of what is 

happening around Beowulf. Likewise the digressions create the wider 

time scope required by a secondary epic. Reading Beowulf as a 

secondary epic would demand a view of him as a Germanic Aeneas, 

aligning himself with his nation's destiny and sacrificing himself 

for the common good. 

Haber's study of Beowulf and the Aeneid seeks to show how the 

poem is derived from the older epic and is a similar secondary epic. 

Starting from the view that the poem is a carefully wrought book 

epic, literary in composition and not oral, Haber points out 

numerous parallels between the two works. The "hero over nations" 

and the formal speeches are argued to be non-Germanic techniques. 

Most importantly, however, Haber illustrates several linguistics 

derivations in Beowulf, point1ng to L8 tin influence. In particular, 

Beowulf displays more frequent usage of the passive voice and the 

dropped article than can be found in other Anglo-Saxon poetry. 12 

This study reveals, indeed, that the Beowulf poet had read widely 

in the classics and new Latin, and that the classics influenced his 

language usage and, to a limited extent, his subject matter, but in 

no way does it reveal the Aeneid or any other epic to be the shaping 

influence of this poem. 13 

The key to understanding Vergil is reading him out of Homer -

his is a formal imitation with the form actually shaping the content. 
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Beowulf has neither the same formal structure - note aJl the 

ar~uments about its narrative movement - nor the same state y 

pacing; its metrics as wel1 as its structure is harsh and dialectic . 

Moreover the moral intent of the poet is not to show the shape and 

process of history as world destiny , but to show t}e past in failure . 

The wo ld histor r of {er il be.c.O\l.\.,e..~ a chcl. s f .chiin.; an f<-t ::.in 

nat.:.ons wit:wut s.nse or pur ose. Jeowu11· is not the dPvout military 

hero thRt eni '1 ~ s. he is a tragic figure who dies what appears to 
de.o...'i-"°' 

be . 1 V . his people face nothing but sorrow and defeat u mean1ng ess, s1Dce 

desnite the dead ri.,,.Rgon and a11 hi:-- trPasure. 
111, In no way does the 

poem 's final ·mnact re emble that of the Aeneii. 

ThPr 0 fore, to i"'fi"1° Beowulf as an epic leads one no closer to 

to those drawn from th 0 na+ivn ~Pnres e~ploy 0 d by the po~t. Since the 

to turn to them now. 

II 

The basic for R~owulf's story line deri.VPS from Gernanic native 

lore, not classic()l nythology or Christian litPr8ture. It is a folk 

tale about a Monster killer that is given an historicql pers ective. 

The Christian noet uses his Germanic legend to communicate not just 

jnformation about the past, but to put the past into a Christian 

persnective, to see the inferior pagan system from the eyes of a 

Christian aware of what is eternal and important. 15 Unlike any of 

the epics, there is a split between past and nresent and out of this 

split comes the distanced, moralizing narrator. Yet how was he 

handling the extant forms of native folk literature? 
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Beowulf's author aligns himself with his native hPritage by 

employing the oral formulaic language and metrics of the Germanic 

tradition. Oral poetry consists of the reshaping and alternating 

of these standard formuJae, and Beowulf is structured around thes~. 

This poetic tradition yokes its lines by alliteration in souhd and 

by standard epithets in sense. Each line is harsh but ~conomic, 
16 moving by dialectic comparison and contrast of sound and sense. 

Germanic heoric lays and folk legends - aspects from both are 

evidenced in Beowulf as heroes fight and monsters attack - derive 

from a common mythic pool. The Trans-Germanic qualities of Beowulf 

itself, an F.nglish poem about Danes and Swedes, prove this. 17 The 

formal manifestation of these myths and legends are the lbiallads and 

lays hand 0 d down orally through the generations, such as those 

compiled in Child ' s famous collection. These ballads h ve a brief, 

oral structure and are pre-literary in technique and anproach. The 

focus is on a particular dramatic situation in order to elicit some 

emotional response. The structure is episodic with gaps in the 

narrative between the two or more episodes; repetitions of epithets 

and even longer passages are common, often as refrainso The ballad 

may be styled on direct discourse or a stylized dialogue. The most 

simple of ballads puts forth no moral statement, is indefinite in 

time, and develops no individualized characters; the situation itself 

is in control. However, when given an heroic, and thus more historic, 

subject matter, the ballad becomes more complex. The characters are 

kings and knights with special focus on father/son relationships. 

Valor and the quest for fame shape the attitudes of the characters, 

who live in a world of all-conquering swords and magical armor -
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the supernatural ts as real as the natural. The aim is still the 

emotional impact, ½ut , because these are heroes, the characters are 

developed more distinctly . The most common character type is the 

heroic youth seeking adventure, the ballad focussinp on his great 

successes and victory. Although the Germanic warrior ethic and 

comitatus system create the ballad ' s atmosphere, there is no explicit 

didactic purpose. It is important to note that these episodic 

ballads, written in the oral formulaic tradition, have no smooth 

narrative movement ; there are gaps in the narrative and the verse 

itself halts and repeats itself, not out of uoetic incompetence, but 

because the genre demands such a style . 18 

The Elder Edda is the prime example of the most lofty heroic 

ballads. They were composed in an oral tradition in the same meter 

as Beowulf . Obscure allusions can be found throughout this collection, 

indicating the vast Germanic mythic pool and in keeping with the 

ballad style. With a sense of inevitable doom overr i ding the action 

of the gods and heroes, fame and valor in the face of death become 

the only hope for immortality . The gods themselves are pictured as 

superheroes, but heroes more than abstract gods; they are involved 

in the comitatus system and warrior ethic as much as mortals are. 19 

The parallels between the Elder Edda and Beowulf are as common as 

those between Beowulf and the Aeneid: Loki ' s flyting of the gods is 

parallel to Unferth ' s taunting of Beowulf at Hrothgar ' s feast. The 

same sense of the supernatural is found in the Elder Edda as was 

found in the other heroic ballads, weapons have personalities and 

historied and trol]s and the great dragon are accepted realities. 

In many ways Beowulf is the consummate heroic ballad both by 
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nature of its style and subject matter. Beowulf himself must be 

viewed as the ideal of the heroic code, confident in his own 

strength and open to his inevitable fate. The comitatus ethical 

system shapes Beowulf ' s thoughts and deeds; he is always aware 

of his social responsibilities as his acts of mercy and self-

. f . 1 20 sacr1 ice revea . The poem can be divided into two halves here, 

one revealing the youthful confidence and cunning of a hero, the 

other, the prudence and wisdom of a king. In the first half we 

see the young Beowulf grasping situations and acting upon them 

chivalricallv and courageously, for example his encounter with 

Unferth . Hrothgar sits as an aged example of wisdom without 

action or strength, the impotent king of an impotent and beseiged 

nation . In the second part Beowulf becomes the ideal king acting 

upon his responsibilities within the comitatus svstem with wisdom 

temperance - he doesn't seek the treasure for himself but for his 

people. Hyge]ac ~s opnosed to Hrothgar, is an example of action 

without prudence or responsibility. 21 

The first part especially reflects the genre of heroic 

ballads. The wild rocky coast is a typical ballad setting where 

the youthful hero, bringing light and hope, accomplishes his quest. 

The theatrical formality of .Hrothgar's court recalls the stylized 

dialo~ues of Germanic balladry. The essential elements of the 

heroic ballad, or lay, in the poem are its focus on a particular 

situation - the poem doesn ' t have a steady narrative movement 

because it is episodic and not narrative at all - and the emphasis 

on valor and the desire for fame as the motives to the action . 

The second part seemingly repeats this structure with an emphasis 
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on the kingly responsibility and with a more mournful tone, but 

death is inevitable to a hero in the Germanic mythic scheme. 22 

However, Beowulf is more than a simple heroic lay. A simple 

observance of the highly-wrought, carefully constructed language 

is enough to see it as a ballad transcended into a higher, more 

epic form. A new, closer emphasis is placed on the personal 

motivation itself; it is not just a desire for fame and proven 

valor that brings Beowulf to Heorot, but it is also an awareness 

of an obligation owed to Hrothgar through his father - the attack 

on th~ dragon is spurred by nothing but this sense of duty. With 

this carefully articulated motivation comes an observation of the 

characters' states of mind, particularly at the times of crisis -

this is obviouslv apparent as Beowulf prepares to face the dragon, 

but is also in evidence as he goes against Grendel's mother. Also 

involved with this higher articulation of motivation is a constant 

eye to society and the course of history, which is not a common 

technique in balladry. Out of this also grows the moralizing of 

the narrator that is totally against the Germanic tradition. An 

individual, intellectual poet has obviously reordered an heroic 

bal1ad, or created a new one out of the mythic tradition, and, by 

a free use of the ballad form given it a wider scope and a higher 

significance. It is a case of the oral ballad tradition being 

individualized and transcended by art. 23 

However, Beowulf comes off more as the anti-ballad than as the 

perfected ballad. All the elements of the heroic world in the poem 

carry with them their own destruction. Wergild, the revenge for a 

kinsman's death, is shown not as a noble duty, but as the monstrous 
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maid of Grendel's mother on Heorot. At the same time that Hygd 

and Wealtheow are shown in the spirit of harmonious feasting and 

praised as peace-bringers, the fall of the Danish house is revealed, 

coming out of a failed marriage pact. The whole comitatus system 

is questioned by the desertion of Beowulf by his companions on the 

Moors. Grendel is the offspring of Cain for a very particular 

reason; the spectre of broken familial ties pervades the poem. 

Unferth kills his brother and betrays his nation just as Haethcyn 

murders Herebeald. The whole structure of the society is shaken 

by ali these actions and an underlying chaos is revealed. Nor is 

this re~Pction of the heroic world found merely in interpersonal 

relationships; it is a poem of breaking, melting swords and useless 

treasure. The material objects with their magical charms and the 

treasures that presumably seal up the comitatus system are useless 

against Beowulf's foes and don't avert the inevitable fate of his 

chaotic society; the Geats will fall, with or without the treasure. 24 

The genre can't be that of a pure heroic ballad then since the 

whole fabric of the heroic code is shattered within it. If the 

poet does imitate the heroic style, he is doing so only to undermine 

it. The poet as an individual is thus lifted above the poem itself 

~sits shaping influence; he is doing something new and different 

and not just retelling an old legend. It is easy to see the split 

between the movemPnts of the poem, the success of the young Beowulf 

and the death of the old, and di~miss the poem as mer 0 ly too juxta

nos0d enisodes, one showing the glories of the heroic past and the 

other depicting its shortcomings . However , it ls not a balance 

presentation of two equallJ' valid persnectivPs on the vast. As 
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TolkPin p0ints out in his essay, "The Monste rs and the Critics" , 

the structure of each line reflects the shape of the entire work. 

The Anglo-Saxon oral formulaic line is yoked by comparison and 

contrast in sound and sense, just so, through the digressions and 

djfferent perspectives, the poem progresses. It is a dialectic 

structure that can make a movement from a digression on Sigemund 

to one on Heremod, simply on the basis of the contrast in the 

characters of the two, and thPn tie thPRe into the ~oem 's movement 

by placing them after Beowulf's first great victori es. The two 

epi~n~e~ ~it into ~hi s 1 ialectic schcM~, the firqt filled vith 

victory, youth and f0atq of strength ith the second ruled by 

imnendin~ defeat and death. The perspective of the poem ~ust be 

seen in this dialectic arrangement of episodes; the significance 

must lie in why the poet chose these two episodes and yoked them 

in such a contrasting, dialectic manner. 25 The key th~n is to ~ee 

how the form and _content coalesce in one body - the poen c~ 't be 

viewed merely as two contraste~ halves, but, as each alliter8tion 

connects a thought, both of the halves must co~bine into one 

impression. 

With proper attention given to the opening invocation as a 

funeral and the cloqe as another, less glorious, funeral, death 

comes forth as the overriding theme. Death is the obvious focus 

of the second half, but it also underlies the tenuous triumph of 

the first half. Hrothgar and the Danes are an old king and his 

doomed nation, just as Beowulf and the Geats are in the second 

part. The swords melt and are useless again~t the supernatural 

foes of thP first half and so they are in the seconrt half; the 



treasure gives a harsher impact to the tale of useless material 

~ood~, but the useless swords against Grendel Jay the b8sis for 

this impact. The same motifs of fratricide and broken treaties 

apnear in both halves. Everything moves toward the final picture 

of Beowulf, lying dead amidst his useless material reward unable 

to give order to the meaningless chaos of history . It is a 

Christian poet telling of heathen chaos - herein lies the social 

split that wouldn ' t allow an epic interpretation.Pagan life is 

seen as the inevitable, meaningless death after the brief, bri~ht 

joy of the feasto Given this as the poem ' s final impression and 

direction, a Christian moralizing purpose must underlie this 

reworking of pa~an, Germanic legends. The ballad form isn ' t 

burlesqued here but is transcended and placed in a Christian 

context. Indeed it is not the dominating genre of the poem, nor 

can it be, since the ballad allows no such balancing of opposites 

and moralizing intent. It is best to look to medieval Christian 

literature to define the genre that truly defines the totality of 

Beowulf. 

III 

The dominant form of Christian poetry in the Anglo-Saxon 

tradition is the elegy . Influenced by Paulinus and other Iatin 

elegists, the Anglo-Saxon poets used the form of elegy to eYpress, 

in Christian terms, man ' s situation on earth within time. The 

transitory, illusory nature of the earth and earthly are juxta

posed with the eternal and God. The entire basis of the elegy is 

the contrRdictory nature of life on earth and the hope for 

contrasting salvation. The tone of the elegy is, indeed, 
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mournal, but out of the lament comes hope and faith, which points 

to the only consolation to man's tragic situation. 26 The key 

themes then in elegy are those of exile and decay, exile being 

the expression of man ' s having been thrown on to this earth, 

insecure and divorced from the eternal and decay, the state of 

the world man is thrown into at birth. Man is placed here, born 

to die, amongst earthly things that will decay or vanish and 

from which he must turn away to face the eternal. These elegies 

can be read literally, expressing the immediate, real situation, 

or symbolic, noting the imagery that points to the Christian 

consolation beyond, or even allegorically, where the immediate 

situation is a restatement of an actual Christian situation out 

of the liturgy. In all events there is a unity in the attitude 

of the elegists, based on this contradictory state of man on 

earth, and a similar didactic purpose - the proper way of 

approaching this condition is sketched out and any improper. 

attitude is rejected. Deriving from this unity of outlook and 

purpose, the elegies often display similar motifs and techniques 

that aid in defining the genre. 27 

HThe RuinH is a simple elegy of the material in decay. The 

past splendor, erected by men, hasvanished through the inevitable 

movement of time and its significance is losto In technique the 

poem alternates between a past and present perspective to heighten 

the effect of yesterday decaying into today just as today will 

give way to tomorrow 0
28 

A more classic elegy is "The Wanderer", which tells of an exile 

who, having lost his security, is freed to search for God. The 
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wanderer's lord, within the comitatus system, is gone and he is 

thrown into despair in his new insecurity. Out of desnair, 

however, grow faith and hope in tTu~ face of the eternal and the 

wanderer's purpose to move in his search towards God. The basic 

elegaic opposition of youth and age is presented in this poem. 

The elegaic wisdom, which is knowledge of the trans and 

acceptance of death, is gained only through experience. The 

youth of an elegy is full of confidence and bravado, but, after 

living his life, he realizes that sorrow is the human lot and 

death the final possibility. The hero is first isolated from the 

security he has known and then his anxiety turns to faith, in 

light of which everything earthly is recognized as insignificant. 29 

In the "Seafarer'' another basic elegaic opposition is brought 

forth, that of land against the sea. The land is the realm of 

false security, pride and gluttony , where ~an is caught up in his 

world of things and doesn't keep the transience of it all in view. 

Man at sea is man b~ing watchful and anxious ~nd open to the 

transience of life. Freeing himself from the bondage to earthly 

that constitutes life on land, the seafarer hungers for the eternal 

and looks forward to the final test of death; he accepts his death 

holding his course towards it, knowing that beyond it lies the 

eternal. To the seafarer, the glory of the past is gone, but only 

because it was a mere illusion. With the proper attitude, that is 

the life of the sea, he can be confident in escaping the transitory 

for the eternal.JO 

As a poem about life and death, it is logical to interpret 

Beowulf in terms of this elegaic dialectic of time and the eternal, 
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especially since it is a dominant genre of Beowulf ' s contemporary 

Anglo-Saxon literary tradition. A study of the poem for elegaic 

motifs will not be a disappointment. 

The lament of the Last Survivor, a mini-elegy set in th9 

midst of the larger poem to enhance the impact of Beowulf ' s 

strugple ~~ainst the dragon by giving the treasure its own 

history, displays several of the etandard elegaic motifs. Here 

ctands a lone watcher, exiled from his social security since all 

his people have died , guarding over the material remains of 

that culture. He knows that all he awaits is his own death, 

qfter witnessing the fall of his entire nation. Here is the 

standard elegaic wisdom that consists primarily in thP ability to 

perceive the transience • • The Last Survivor knows that only the 

earth can hold this material wealt~, his po~sePsion of it can 

only be temporary. In the face of death, a ll this wealth is a 

useless illusion . Yet, like all other d igressions in Beowulf, 

this lament is tied to the over-all movement of the poem; indeed, 

it revealc the elegaic structure underlying the heroic, epic 

motifs. The di~lectic. structure of Beowulf hinges upon the 

elegaic oppositions: youth is contrasted ~ith a~e and death; the 

rise of the Danes is juxtaposed with the fall of the Geats; 

Beowulf ' s triumphs are complemented by his failures; the joy of 

feasting aives way to the sorrow of funerals. Life is strife and 

chaos on earth qnd death is the only inevitability, therefore the 

poem must end in death and ruin. 

The poem ' s setting in both time and place enforce~ this 

elegaic vjsion. The only season mentioned in the noem is winter; 
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the only times of day, dawn and night - dawn as the brin~er of joy 

and light; night as the bringer of death and monsters. The 

landscapes are rocky, wild and uncultivated. The only building 

that is fully described, Heorot, is beset by a curse that brings 

the wilderness to it instead of the society of men. The sea 

presides over the setting of the poem with its uncertain surges 

and storms. Other than sea monsters, the one hunted hart and 

Beowulf ' s foes, only ravens and wolves are given a place in the 

poem. Nature is a hostile and barren wasteland of rocks and black 

waters. 

The material elements of the poem are also given an elegaic 

presentation, especially the heroic sword. The sword in an heroic 

ballad is a creation of man ' s craft and serves as his material aid 

against foes; it is his protection and security. Elegy puts the 

entire material world into question and, thus, Beowulf is failed 

in time of need by his sword, which is as useless and transient as 

the trea~ure he seek~. This treatment of weapons and armor points 

to why Beowulf must face unnatural monsters instead of other heroes. 

Only these monsters can really expose thP swords ' material weakness, 

since they are beyond the arts and crafts of humanity. This is not 

a poem about a superhero, victorious over every man he faces, but 

is the tale of a single man's not-so-victorious encounters with 

forces from the darkness, inhuman and thus beyond the charms of his 

weapons. It shows man livin~ in a wilderness on earth surrounded 

by forces of evil and death that are neither created nor understood 

h . 31 by im. 

If death and burial are the poem ' s strongest manifestations of 
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sorrow 8nd d1rkness, the joy and light of the banquets serve as 

the contrast. The banquets are the points of the strongest 

harmony and security in the elegaic scheme of the poem, filled 

with song of the harp and the bright, polished golden goblets 

passed around by the queens, the supposed bringers of political 

harmony. The joy and light of these banquets is tenuous, just as 

the gold of the survivor's horde dulls without polish. The 

harmony is only superficial; Unferth assails Beowulf in the midst 

of the feast and Grendel stalks into the banquet hall obliterating 

all the joy with his darkness. Moreover it is a goblet, the image 

of the jov in mead drinking as the nagan communion, that is stolen, 

bringing on the wrath of the dra~on. Death and darkness prove to 

outweigh the forces of harmony and joy in these feasts. 

Placed in this setting and amidst this pagan world of swords 

and feasts, Beowulf appears as a form of elegaic hero. He stands 

alone, whPn he is most strong, without weapons and trusting in his 

own strength and God's help. He comes, as a ~ailor, a~ross the 

sea to face the forc-Ps of darkness. This wanderer, lying awake and 

watchful, awaits Grendel in the darkness of Heorot. Then he 

ventures into the wilderness of mere and moor to confront his other 

monstrous foes. As he prepares for his final battle, his words 

recall the ele~aic wisdom of evperience as seen in "The Wanderer" 

and "The Seafarer". He sees the past as flux and loss and reRliies 

his own fate must inevitRhly be death~ accepting all this he goes 

forth into the darkness to meet his death, resolute and unmoved by 

greed or pride. The treasure as personal wealth means nothing, he 

seeks first to rid his nation of the dragon and then to earn the 
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treasure for their welfare. 

There is an obvious flaw to this approach to the treasure 

within an elegaic poem and it is in this flaw that the tragic import 

of Beowulf lies. His is a material culture based on ring-giving and 

valuing swords and armor over all else. Fame and valor are the 

motivating forces for heroes in this world, but what is the cause? 

If there is a cause, it is to fulfill one's role in the comitatus 

system, a system built around material bonds - a man owes fealty to 

his lord for the material benefits he derives as Wiglaf himself 

states, but this material bond doesn't hold too well agai~st the 

dragon because it is only the illusion of a bond. l'flhe Geats are a 

nation of kings anrl -~rriors who seem to live by battle: thPir 

~istory is one of constant ~on~li~t and cha~~. Their society, in 

the light of elegaic wisdom, can only be sePr, 8f' meaninf"less flux. 

Hygelac ' C) foolish raid, whJch m11st have been motivated by either a 

~0pe for material gain (greed) or by a desire for political power 

(pride), show that destruction and death are the only results of 

this social system . Given such a society, where love is nothing 

more than a form of political motivation, there is no wonder the 

banquets are an illusion and the song of the scope gives way to the 

dirge - there is little beautiful or eternal to sing about. 32 

Even Beowulf is sterile in this society and is never given a wife. 

In other words, the obvious form of continuity, offspring, is 

denied and political security has no permanent foothold. Beowulf 

accepts this society as his highest reality; he gives up his life 

for it. Yet nothing can save such a system, especially this 

meaningless treasure. 
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The society, true to its character, flees before the dragon; 

only Wialaf stands with his ring giver. The final situation of the 

poem, however, doesn't vindicate Wiglaf; it merely presents him as 

another lonely, lost elegaic hero, the last of his line left with 

a useless heap of dull gold that can only belong to the earth. 

Beowulf's death was thP foreshadowing of his own nation ' s death and 

the Geats are forced to accept inevitable death at the poem's end, 

both Beowulf's and their own. The old women foreseeing, "evil days, 

a great deal of slaughter, the terrible humiliation of warriors and 

captivity", (1533-1535) becomes the portrait of the Geats in the 

face of this horrible truth. Without faith, their on]y response to 

Beowulf's death and their own sealed fate is anxiety and despair. 

The material solution sought by Beowulf, in his own ignorance, is 

an illusion. 

Part of the two-sided vision of Beowulf is the dual perspective 

on the hero, in youth and in old age. Since the two sections of the 

poem are integrally related, it is important to read the character 

of Hrothgar as a foreshadowing of the aged Beowulf. The two are not 

totally similar, due to Hrothgar's total impotence and lack of 

strength; Beowulf depends on no outside savior. However, Hrothgar ' s 

most important role in the poem is to deliver the wise speech of 

warning and advice to the young Beowulf as he leaves Denmark. 33 

Speaking out of the wisdom gained in his years of experience, 

Hrothgar imparts the essence of elegaic wisdom to Beowulf. Most 

importantly he warns Beowulf away from believing only in his 

material fortune as truth. God "has power over all" (1727) and 

aives and takes material benefits as he sees fit; fortunes are in 
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flux and should never be taken for granted. Hrothgar describes the 

soul as having a guardian that looks out that it keeps a virtuous 

course. If this guardian should slumber then, as this watch falls, 

pride and greed seize the man and, chained to his material possessions, 

he turns from God and truth . 34 The ultimate situation of earthly life 

as Hrothgar displays it is old age and death, the body crumbles and 

decays. In the poem ' s second part, Beowulf is thrown into this extreme 

situation and Hrothgar ' s speech is acted out e15 Beowulf fails to 

fulfill the expectations of Hrothgar, however, because he merely 

follows the dictates of his materialistic society. He doesn ' t fully 

perceive his own situation even though he nobly accepts his own 

personal death. He still exists as a member of pagan society and 

doesn ' t look beyond to the eternal. His p·ersonal death is not as 

tragic as his society ' s paganism, which will keep all their future 

heroes in a simi lar context, caught up in the world of things and 

viewing personal fame as their highest goal . Personal fame is an 

illusion when all stren~th comes from God, thus the poem ends on an 

ironic note. 

This paganism of the Geats reveals the basis of the narrator ' s 

thematic irony . He constantly looks back at these pagans with the 

refrain, "They did not know'', from his Christian perspective knowing 

that God gives hope out of the despair of this wor ld . 36 The poem ' s 

mood is strongly set with t he opening vision of Scyld ' s funeral boat 

floating out into the mysterious dark where "men can not tell t ruly . . • 

who took up that burden". (50-51) Evil is dark, mysterious and 

unconquerable, finally , without God ' s grace , therein lies all victor y 

over the monsters. Beowulf falls to the dragon because God no longer 
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willed his victory and because the true light of the true feast is 

beyond his knowledge. Without the Christian perspective the elegaic 

wisdom that grows out of experience can only lead to despair. 

Therefore, the elegaic tradition shapes the final conflict anrt 

impact of the poem, the earthly rejected in the face of the eternal. 

It is necessary, since this is a genre study, to observe ~ow the unity 

of the poem is defined by its elegaic import. Unlike the elegies 

previously cited, Beowulf is a poem of the movement to elegaic wisdom 

more than a reflection back from the elegaic position. Beowulf and 

the Geats move to this elegaic wisdom of transience; they learn the 

dark despair by the events of the poem. The final episode is the harsh 

realization of this truth, but the hints of it build up as the poem 

nrogresses; the poem is, indeed, a form of Bildingsroman. The unity 

of BP-owulf ' s actions can be seen as the inverse progression of the 

fights in terms of Beowulf's dependence of material aids and rewards~ 

First he fights barehanded and just to fulfill his quest, but when he 

goes after Grendel's mother, he bears a sword and is offered rewards. 

Finally he is in full armor and is ~eeking a horde of treasure. 37 

The desertion of his companions becomes more and more apparent in 

each fight also. This doesn't mean the poem is a tragedy of greed, 

but rather that triumph in terms of a material world is an illusion. 

The situation is repeated three times in increasing clarity, until 

finally the point is obvious. Experience is knowledge in the elegy 

and the poem moves by compiling experiences that shape the under

standing of the final situation. Beowulf then must be seen as an 

elegy. The Christian poet looks back on the past, as seen through 

the heroic lays, and pities and understands them. Yet for the pagans, 
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who have not been ~aved, the final truth can only be, "He who 

sojourns here in the world in these days of strife must endure 

much of love and hostility" . (1060-1062) 

IV 

Given a Christian context and style for the poem, it must be 

determined exactly to what extent Christian themes and motifs 

underlie Beowulf's pagan story. Specifically, it must be seen 

whether the poem has, or has not, an allegorical import. It is 

definitely a Christian poem written with a didactic purpose in mind, 

but is it also an attempt to describe the Christian liturgy within a 

pagan legend? Just as it was assumed that the Beowul~ poet had read 

widely in the classics , it must be assumed also that he was familiar 

with Augustine, who defined what literature should be to a Christian. 

Seeing all human history as an acting out of God ' s preconceived plan, 

AuguPtine viewed all earthly life as merely a figure of the divine 

truth. Therefore, the writer ~hould seek to discover evidence of the 

divine truth in the worldly actions he described. All literature is 

an allegory of the truth revealed by Christ on earth; even the Old 

Testament is valued primarily as a prefiguring of the New Testament. 

According to Augustine, the perception of the writer and reader is to 

understand these allegorical relationships . 38 The Beowulf poet was 

familiar with this philosophy obviously, but how did he let it 

influence his work? 

Those who read the poem as a pure allegory focus on Beowulf as 

the golden, shining hero who drives away the forces of darkness, 

bringing light and dawn to the Danes and Geats. They emphasize his 

ideal nobility and dignity, seeing in him the tyoe of Chri~t. He 
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sacrifices his own life to rid his neople of the dragon, accompanied 

by twelve thanes and a guide, who, Judas-like, is responsible for 

the dragon's ire to begin with. Likewise he dives into the hellish 

mere to harrow this hell of its monsters, just as Christ descended 

into Hell and rose again. 19 

Yet we can't read the mere as Hell pure and simply. If it is, 

where are all the dead, lost souls? This is, indeed, an empty hell, 

occupied merely by Grendel ' s mother and a pile of lost heirlooms of 
40 

the giants. The mere's cave serves more as a perverse counterpart 

of Heorot, the banquet hall of darkness on earth. Similarly, the 

old woman is Beowulf ' s only prophet and her ' s is a prophecy of doom 

and despair, not faith and salvation. Even Wiglaf doesn ' t see 

Beowulf's death as anything more than the Geats fate sealert; his 

death is final without hope of resurrection. At best Beowulf was 

a noble pagan bles~ed with might from God, but it was the loss of 

God's favor that spelled his doom. Even in the saints ' lives of the 
41 

Anglo-Sayon tradition, the pattern called for a miracle at the tomb. 

Beowulf's cold burial promises no such apotheosis. He is a hero, a 

righteous deliverer from the forces of evil for his contemporaries; 

he is the best they can hope for, but his is always an ironic 

achievement - death ends all. Beowulf is, indeed, associated with 

Christ by imagery and idealistic characterization, but only as a 

form of contrast - the poem moves by comparison and contrast and 

this is the ultimate contrast. Beowulf is a false Christ, a faile1 

Savior, incapable of winnin£ the final battle against time and 

materiality. 

The concrete, semi-historical bac~~rounrl Beowulf is place~ in 
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must be acceuted as such before the Christian symbolism is 

interpreted over it. The Christian symbolism does indeed recast 
42 

this folk legend but not as a pure allegory. The irony and 

ambiguity of the poem prove the author ' s detachment from his subject 

matter. As a sort of pre-Humanist he is reshaping his own native 

heritage in the light of his own contemporary tradition. The 

aPsthetic distance from Beowulf ' s tragedy keeps the author from 

sharing in the woman ' s despair; the author ' s asides and Hrothgar ' s 

speech point to the other side of the elegaic dialectic, faith in 

the eternal . Thus the Christian intent of the poem is revealed by 

appreciating its Christian form. The poem is shaped by the elegaic 

images and motifs that highlight the contrast between the transience 

and conflict of this world and God ' s eternal light. By projecting 

t~e ~oem against its own tradition, and thus defining its genre, 

what must be its determinate meaning is clarifiea . 43 
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